 UPOV ‘91 Backgrounder 
The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants
The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) is an intergovernmental organization created
in 1961 to advance the interests of plant breeders by creating model laws that allow seed developers to claim property rights
similar to patents. Canada joined UPOV and adopted its 1978 model law by passing the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act in 1990. The
1991 model law, known as UPOV ’91, enhances the rights of multinational seed companies such as Monsanto, Syngenta, Bayer,
Dow, Viterra, Pioneer, DuPont and Cargill, while restricting farmers’ rights.
On November 13, 2013, Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz announced Canada’s intention to adopt UPOV ’91 by August 1,
2014. The government also plans to amend the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act to implement UPOV ’91. Adopting UPOV ’91 will
immediately:
• reduce the freedom and independence of Canadian farmers by making it much more difficult to save and reuse seed
forcing them to pay more for seed;
• impinge on the autonomy of independent seed cleaners;
• transfer millions of dollars every year from farmers to plant breeders’ rights (PBR) holders;
• consolidate the power and control of world’s largest agribusiness corporations over seed, and thus over the Canadian
farming and food system.
As well, if Canada adopts UPOV ’91:
• Farmers will not be allowed to save, store or clean seed for replanting without the express permission of the PBR
holder. If granted, such permission is dependent on the government adopting, on a crop by crop basis, an exemption
called the farmers’ privilege which may be time‐limited and would likely entail payment of royalties to the PBR holder.
• Companies will have a ‘cascading right’ allowing them to demand payment of “end‐point royalties” on the whole crop –
including each cut of hay on forage crops – instead of just on newly purchased seed if or when the company has been
unable to collect adequate royalties on seed alone.
• Companies will be entitled to royalties for at least 20 years on each variety for which they hold PBRs (up from the
current 15 years)
• Seed cleaners will require permission from PBR holders to clean seed which, if granted, may be subject to conditions
such as payment of fees to the PBR holder.
• Mills and processors that buy crops will require assurance that the farmer‐seller has paid PBR royalties to avoid the risk
of litigation by the PBR holder.
• “Farmers privilege” to save a small amount of seed from designated crops may be granted by governments through
legislation, but this privilege could be rendered useless because seed companies would be able to restrict seed cleaning
and storage.
Demands under UPOV ’91 for royalty payments, along with restrictions on farm‐saved seed, have long‐term implications for
Canadian agriculture that will change its structure and negatively affect farmers’ livelihoods. Some of the likely changes include:
• higher per‐acre cost of production due to higher seed prices;
• lower margins because end‐use royalties will reduce potential gross income at sale;
• fewer and larger farms because reduced profitability will drive larger scales of production;
• loss of independent seed cleaning businesses as farmers are forced to buy seed directly from PBR holders or their
licensees instead of cleaning a portion of their harvested crops for use as seed;
• increased litigation within the value chain as PBR holders seek to maximize royalty revenues;
• increased use of inputs such as fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides as farmers seek to maximize yields and reduce
risks to cover the increased cost of seed;
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negative effects on air, water, soil, biodiversity due to increased use of inputs;
loss of vibrant rural communities as economic activity decreases because wealth is transferred from local farmers to
distant, often foreign, holders of PBRs.

If UPOV ’91 is implemented along with proposed changes to the Seeds Act Regulations,1 even more severe consequences
would result. The variety owner (usually the PBR holder or its licencee) would be able to de‐register and remove any variety
from the market at will. By removing protected varieties from the market before the 20‐year protection expires, seed
companies could ensure that those varieties would no longer be available for use in commercial production, and thus never
enter the royalty‐free public domain.
There are alternatives to adopting UPOV ’91, such as:
1. Maintain Canada’s current UPOV ’78 Plant Breeders’ Rights regime. UPOV ’78 balances the interests of the public,
farmers and plant breeders in a manner accepted by the Canadian public, and which also allows Canada to meet its
international obligations for intellectual property rights protection.
The NFU recommends that Plant Breeders Rights’ Act not be amended in any way that enables UPOV ’91 to
come into force.
The NFU recommends that farmers’ ability to save, reuse, exchange and sell seed is expanded rather than
restricted as UPOV’91 seeks to do.
2. Restore Funding to Public Plant Breeding. Canada’s public plant breeders are internationally respected and have made
immeasurable contributions to Canadian agriculture. For example, canola was developed by public plant breeders at the
University of Manitoba in the 1970s. Laird, a lentil variety suitable for prairie production, was developed at the University
of Saskatchewan’s Crop Development Centre (CDC). Nearly all of our wheat varieties have been developed by AAFC in
collaboration with several Canadian universities. None of these varieties would have been part of Canadian agriculture
without the government’s long‐term support for public plant breeding. The rewards of this public investment are clear.
Recent federal budgets have reduced funding for public plant breeding, and remaining dollars are being directed to
public‐private funding partnerships and commercialization initiatives. Public funds therefore are skewed toward
supporting private commercial interests rather than public‐interest research for public benefit.
The NFU recommends that:
• Public funding for public‐interest plant breeding be increased because of its public benefit.
• Public‐interest plant breeding projects should be 100% publicly funded because corporate funding
partners will not fund research that provides non‐commercial public benefits.
3. Take Public Plant Breeding to Variety Level. The federal government has stopped funding public plant breeding beyond
the development of germplasm, which must then be sold to private breeders to develop varieties for commercialization.
The new varieties so developed are privately owned and subject to plant breeders’ rights. Farmers, whose check‐off
dollars2 support this research will pay yet again through the increased royalties that would be granted under UPOV ’91.
This system of private interests benefitting twice – first by using public research funding and then by collecting royalties
on seed and production – is unjust and against the public interest.
The NFU recommends that public‐interest plant breeding be supported through to the registration of new
varieties.
4. Protect farmers from expensive court litigation regarding plant variety and patent disputes.
The NFU recommends that the government create a body like the Canadian Grain Commission that would settle
disputes such that farmers would be on a level playing field with multinational companies and legal fees
would not impede their defense.
1
2

(Regulations Amending the Seeds Regulations per Canada Gazette Part 1 VOL. 147, NO. 10 — MARCH 9, 2013.)
Farmers pay check‐off fees on a per‐tonne basis when their crops are sold.
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